
Unit 1: Renaissance and Ming 
Dynasty



Day 2



Starter Jan 9th and 10th 

How was the Black Plague spread?

What were some of the remedies people used to avoid the 
plague? (Name at least 2)



The Middle Ages or Dark Ages

● Germanic Tribes in Europe create multiple 
kingdoms. 

● Cities decline and the economy becomes 
land based.

○ Agriculture is the main source of income
○ Feudal System

● The Church grows in power
● Education declines 





Write, Pair, Share

Why would the Middle Ages be referred to as the Dark Ages?



The Renaissance

Write, Pair, Share

What areas of advancement 
are there in the 
Renaissance?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mgSPiAiBjU


Background for Renaissance: High to Late Middle Ages

● Increased trade and commercial activity during this time
● Urbanization: growth of cities and towns
● Middle class merchant elite develops
● Decline of feudalism
● Decline in the Church’s hold and control on society and 

government
● Growth in vernacular literature means growing literacy
● Rise of universities and the expansion of                   

learning



Renaissance: Rebirth
Period of renewed interest in classical (Ancient Greece and 
Rome):

● Learning
● Culture
● Literature
● Art
● Style
● Philosophy 



Two Regions

1. Italian Renaissance
a. Northern Italy and Rome
b. Emphasis on secular pursuits, humanities and the arts
c. Knowledge was the key

2. Northern Renaissance
a. Northern Europe
b. Occurred later due to effects of the plague
c. Religion is still a heavy emphasis



Themes of the Renaissance

1. Humanism (both secular and religious)
a. Human potential, human progress, expansion of human knowledge

2. Secularism
a. Greater emphasis on non-religious values and concerns

3. Individualism
a. Focus on the unique qualities and abilities of the individual person



Science and Math

1. Galileo Galilei
a. To understand nature you must understand 

math and physics
i. Made many advances in those fields

b. Invented the telescope which revolutionized 
Astronomy

c. Paved the way for the acceptance of the 
Copernican Heliocentric Solar System model

d. Was tried in the Spanish Inquisition due to 
his stance on the solar system



Science and Math

This is the solar system according 
to the Church

Where is the earth located on it?

Where is the sun located?



Science and Math

1. Copernicus
a. Developed his own 

version of the 
solar system in the 
early 1500s

b. Heliocentric 
model: The sun is 
the center of the 
solar system not 
the earth



The Printing Press

Write, Pair, Shares

What was the significance 
of the Printing Press?

How would the invention of 
the printing press have 
influenced the 
Renaissance?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OE1F54VCdqc


Writing

1. The Printing Press allowed for books to be made in the vernacular (common 
language)

2. Literacy rates increased
3. Value of education increased
4. Notable Renaissance writers:

a. Machiavelli: The Prince
b. Shakespeare
c. Thomas Cole: Utopia
d. John Calvin
e. Martin Luther: 95 Theses
f. Giorgio Vasari: Lives of the Artists



Thomas Cole’s Utopia
“Their minds thus filled with a love of learning, they are very ingenious in the discovery of all 
those arts which are necessary to its promotion. Two of these they owe to us, the 
manufacture of paper, and the art of printing. Yet are they not so entirely indebted to us for 
these discoveries, but that a great part of the invention was their own. We shewed them 
some books printed by Aldus, and explained to them the process of papermaking and 
printing; but having never practised these arts ourselves, we described them very 
superficially. They seized the hints we gave them; and though they could not immediately 
arrive at perfection, yet by repeated essays they discovered and corrected all their errors, and 
conquered every difficulty. Formerly they wrote only on parchment, reeds, or the bark of 
trees. Now they have established paper-manufacturers and printing-presses; and, had they 
but a good number of Greek authors, they would quickly be supplied with many copies of 
them. At present they have only those I mentioned, yet have they, by repeated impressions, 
multiplied them to many thousand.”



Write, Pair, Share

What Renaissance ideals do you see in this excerpt?



Religion

The Middle Ages allowed for the Catholic Church to gain a lot of power and 
influence

During the Renaissance the Church still has a lot of power but people’s attitudes 
toward them change

Christianity breaks into various forms

The Church remains the biggest patron to the arts especially the Pope



Concept Map
1. Groups of 4 
2. Each person needs a different colored marker (you all must contribute at least 3 

ideas to the map)
3. Create a Concept Map with all the ideas about the Renaissance that we have 

talked about today. 
4. After 5 minutes you can send one person from your group to see what the other 

groups are putting on their map. Then add to your own map.



Turritopsis dohrnii

T. dohrnii
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Phylum:

Kingdom:

Thesis:
● A good argumentative thesis is centered on a debatable topic. ...
● A good argumentative thesis picks a side. ...
● A good thesis makes claims that will be supported later in the paper. …

State your Thesis:

 When in Doubt, fill this out.

What in tarnation is this?

In this paper (argument, discussion)  I 
want to prove that,_________________ 
________<Thesis Statement>,________

because,

<Claim>,_________________________                    
<Claim>,           ___________________ 
<Claim>_________________________





Write a Thesis



Write a Thesis



Write a Thesis

Write a specific, clear, thesis:

Was the Renaissance a rebirth of culture?

Write in your notebook this is your ender 



SUMMARIZE NOTES



If Extra Time

Thought Bubble Portion of Crash Course Video (3 minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY6Xkgp0TgQ

Full Crash Course Video (11 Minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vufba_ZcoR0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY6Xkgp0TgQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vufba_ZcoR0

